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ABSTRACT: 
Female heroes of the Great Irish Hunger and its aftermath (1845–1852) have 
received little attention in popular culture and historiography. Extant portrayal of 
women of this period is to this day dominated by stereotypical tropes of passive 
victimization and suffering. This article links this phenomenon to the notion 
‘feminization of famine’ (Kelleher 1997) and examines how contemporary 
literature challenges archival absences of alternative female roles through different 
manifestations of nineteenth-century female heroism. Proposing to interpret literary 
fiction as both an agent of alternative cultural archive and a source of cultural 
conceptions of the heroic, the article zooms in on Emma Donoghue’s novel The 
Wonder (2016). A close reading of its female characters reveals that contemporary 
literature subverts female imagery based on victimization and suffering. Instead, it 
promotes heroic figures that foster hunger relief and defy expected gender roles in 
hunger crisis scenarios. Supplementing the analysis with recent representations of 
female heroes in new digital Famine archives, the article concludes that future 
cultural production will be increasingly interested in potential parallels between 
nineteenth-century female heroism and recent crises such as the global pandemic. 
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1. Introduction. Women of the Great Irish Hunger in recent Irish culture: 
suffering, victimization, (archival) absence? 
The portrayal of women of the Great Irish Hunger (1845–1852)1 in popular culture 
is to this day dominated by certain stereotypical tropes. This tendency becomes 
especially apparent against the background of expanding famine and heritage 
studies, as well as proliferating research on various female roles by feminist, queer, 
and gender studies. Set in the worst year of the Great Hunger, Lance Daly’s 2018 
film Black ’47 is an illustrative example of this dynamic. Daly’s western received 
generally positive reviews and was a national box-office hit. More importantly, the 
work was widely marketed as the first feature film about the notorious ‘Famine’ 
ever made (Clarke 2018). Whereas the reviewers praise the film’s success in doing 
“overdue cinematic justice to famine-blighted Connemara” (Kiang 2018), the story 
features just a single female character who is written out of the narrative in the first 
ten minutes of the film. When the protagonist – former Connaught Ranger Martin 
Feeney – returns from military service to the hunger-stricken homeland, he 
encounters his distraught sister-in-law Ellie as the only remaining family member. 
Ellie’s one function in the narrative is to deliver sad news to the hero and give the 
audience a brief glimpse into the historical context, after which she freezes to death 
under the roofless cabin destroyed by evictors. This death, along with a sheer 
absence of other female characters in the movie, is not the only curious aspect of 
Daly’s western. Ellie’s cinematic portrait appears to be a remediation of a popular 
form of nineteenth-century female representation. Her figure is an almost identical 
copy of the most iconic female image in the history of the Great Famine, “Begging 
at Clonakilty” (1847) by Victorian illustrator James Mahony. In line with Bernhard 
Klein’s analysis of Mahony’s illustration, one might argue that “the suffering look, 
the upturned eyes, the protective mantle” (2007, 53), which are equivalently 
implemented in Daly’s Madonna-like twenty-first-century depiction, also link 
female imagery to tropes of suffering, martyrdom, and victimhood. Although 
Daly’s film is not the central object of the following analysis, this example was 
worth mentioning at some length due to the light it sheds on the kind of imagery 
 
1 In this article, the word ‘Famine’ is only capitalized as a reference to the Great Irish Hunger of 
1845–1852. ‘Famine’ is applied synonymously to ‘the Great Hunger’ and ‘the Great Irish Hunger’. 
In all other cases, related terms such as ‘famine’, ‘starvation’, ‘acute hunger’, and ‘malnutrition’ are 
used in a more general sense. Terms that are not capitalized are therefore used without specific 







































































that to this day pervades in contemporary cultural representations of women of the 
Great Famine period. 
Expressing the Great Hunger as a suffering and victimized female without 
explicit agency and voice in the main narrative is a tendency that still lingers on in 
extant historiographic research on the period. Christine Kinealy, Jason King, and 
Ciaran Reilly open their volume Women and the Great Hunger with an observation 
that, in “the area of the Irish Hunger, which has been the subject of extensive 
scholarly research since 1994, women remain largely absent from the narrative” 
(2016, 9). This absence pertains in particular to existing analyses of historiographic 
archives. Although a range of Famine (and especially literary) scholars have 
contributed to analyses of depictions of the Great Hunger as “dominated by female 
imagery,” considerably less scholarly attention has been paid to “the involvement 
of women in other ways (e.g., as landowners, as relief-givers, and lawbreakers, or 
as providers for the family)” (Kinealy et al. 2016, 9). This gap is all the more 
conspicuous since, as Cara Delay duly notes, “women acted throughout the crisis” 
and performed a variety of roles – “[f]rom lamenting the dead to engaging in 
philanthropy to saving family members” (2016, 71). A suggestion of this heroic 
dimension, in a very broad sense, lies at the heart of this article’s interest in more 
specific manifestations of those (post-)Great Hunger female roles and 
representations that challenge the paradigm of suffering, passive victimhood, and 
archival marginalization.  
Against the context of scarce historiographic and filmic representations, 
literature has arguably been a leading cultural medium incorporating alternative and 
heroic female roles since the 1840s. Literary scholars widely explored female 
imagery in the existing bulk of Famine literary fiction, yet most of these analyses 
still tend to associate the portrayal of Irish women with “signifiers of dearth and 
hunger” (Kinealy et al. 2016, 9). Based on the assumption that contemporary 
literature moves beyond these entrenched representations of female roles by 
showcasing their transition into the dimension of the heroic, this article intends to 
examine (the challenge of) feminization of famine (Kelleher 1997) in recent 
literature, and comment on the potential functions of this portrayal. Even in our age 
of cinema and the internet, literature not only remains “the most important source 
for creating a cultural imaginary of the heroic,” but it has also “retained its power 







































































2017, 2). Taking this assumption as its point of departure, I will argue that Emma 
Donoghue’s bestselling 2016 famine novel The Wonder replaces the trope of female 
victimization with the heroization of women in hunger crises scenarios. 
2. Seeking Famine heroines in the twenty-first-century cultural archive: 
feminization and literary imagination  
To undertake this interdisciplinary interrogation located at the intersection of 
famine, gender, literary, cultural, and media studies, one would have to start with a 
brief overview of the cultural context of the Great Irish Hunger (1845-1852). Today, 
the Famine is considered the most tragic event in Irish history and the biggest 
hunger crisis of nineteenth-century Europe. The unprecedented food shortage was 
caused by potato blight that killed the main source of nutrition in Ireland, leading 
to recurrent crop failure and mass starvation. Fueled by poor governmental relief 
strategies and mass evictions, the Famine resulted in more than one million deaths 
and forced another two million people to migrate overseas. Together with children, 
most Irish women at the time were illiterate and belonged to the social group that 
was most devastated by mass starvation and its aftereffects. Although the Great 
Hunger is widely acknowledged as a milestone Irish tragedy, it is believed to have 
been unjustly neglected by historians up until its sesquicentenary in the 1990s 
(Kinealy 1999, 245). In the three decades following the 150th anniversary of the 
crisis, Famine history and its socio-political and cultural contexts have been 
exposed to a true boom of interdisciplinary attention that continues to our day.  
In recent socio-political discourses, Famine history becomes especially 
topical in the framework of contextual parallels to contemporary events, such as 
refugee crises and the global health emergency. This article has been especially 
inspired by the current interest in a culturally productive and humanitarian legacy 
of the Great Hunger that becomes visible in the program of the Great Famine Voices 
Roadshow. In 2020, the initiative organized a series of online lectures, films, and 
interviews titled “Famine heroes.” The project aspires to not only shed light on 
“uplifting stories about humanitarians in Ireland”, but to also pay “tribute to 
caregivers, both in the mid-nineteenth century and today” (Great Famine Voices 







































































corpus, the following intends to take the agenda of the Great Famine Voices 
Roadshow even further and focuses on the (post-)Great Hunger female heroes.2 
Such an inquiry would be impossible without discussing the phenomenon of 
famine feminization, which implies that the majority of cultural representations of 
famines and acute malnutrition draw on female imagery. Coined by Margaret 
Kelleher in her seminal study as “the representation of famine and its effects 
through images of women” (1997, 2), the notion of feminization of famine lies at 
the heart of this article’s examination of the portrayal of females that experience or 
encounter acute hunger. Kelleher maintains that the female figure – often depicted 
as a suffering emaciated mother either unable to feed her child or carrying a dead 
infant – remains central to international hunger and starvation representations. Even 
a cursory look at contemporary media coverage of starvation reveals the prevalence 
of this phenomenon, the most illustrative case being popular images used by charity 
organizations and hunger relief initiatives (Kelleher 1997, 2). Famine victims, 
Kelleher argues, often have an allegorical function, “embodying the fate of mother 
earth, the mother/land, even nation”, which might stand for “both the crisis of 
famine and society’s survival” (1997, 6; 8). In these manifestations, the female 
figure often remains the “bearer of meaning” and not its maker (Kelleher 1997, 24). 
Kelleher’s study was published more than two decades ago and inspired a range of 
literary research on diverse roles of women that go beyond passive victimization. 
However, cases like the portrayal of women in Daly’s 2018 film Black ‘47 
mentioned in the introduction to this article signal that feminization of famine 
informed by victimhood and suffering is still deeply anchored in the popular 
imagination. As this article intends to demonstrate, literature of the twenty-first 
century seems to be promoting a different perspective on the role of women in 
hunger catastrophes. The following will examine how literature about hunger crisis 
scenarios challenges feminization of famine through the lens of heroism. 
 
2 It is important to mention that, due to its synonymous use in relation to central female characters, 
the notion of ‘heroine’ is problematized in feminist analyses. Joss Whedon, creator of popular female 
superhero series Buffy the Vampire Slayer argues that, while “a heroine is the protagonist, generally 
speaking, somebody swoops in and saves her. A hero is a more complex figure and has to deal with 
all the traditional rites of passage” (qtd. in Rosen 2003). This article moves beyond this dichotomy 
and uses the notions ‘female heroes’ and ‘heroines’ synonymously in relation to female characters 
who not only “act courageously for the sake of others,” but also “defe[r] to no one and tak[e] charge 








































































Defending this assumption wouldn’t be possible without mentioning the 
distinction between the notion of famine and related phenomena. Famine is mostly 
associated with critical food shortage on a scale that leads to mass starvation. 
Hunger is rather linked to individual physical experience ranging from “the short-
term physical experience of discomfort” to “chronic food shortage” and “life-
threatening lack of food” (Norwood and Wunderlich 2006, 41). However, since this 
article draws on Kelleher’s aforementioned conception and includes references to 
the context of the Great Irish Famine in the analyzed novel, the notion of famine 
feminization will be used as a reference to female representations in hunger crisis 
scenarios in general. This means that feminization of famine will be used as an 
extensive term which encompasses related phenomena such as hunger, starvation, 
acute malnutrition, and even excessive fasting.  
A potential problem of interlinking the notions of famine feminization with 
that of heroism stems from fluid and numerous definitions of the latter term. It 
might arguably be approached through looking at how heroism is conceptualized in 
contemporary public discourse informed by recent events such as the global 
pandemic. Barbara Korte and Stefanie Lethbridge open their volume on heroism in 
British fiction with the statement that, “for western cultures at least, the present has 
often been identified as a post-heroic age” (2017, 1). However, heroism gained new 
meaning in the twenty-first century as a reaction to not only social anxieties like 
terrorism, but also to a more general need for stability and orientation in the 
postmodern world (Korte and Lethbridge 2017, 2). Along with this continuous 
social urge for heroism, the notion itself is constantly redefined. As Korte and 
Lethbridge explain: 
 
definitions of ‘the hero’ are not fixed, as the dictionary definitions […] might 
suggest, but dynamic and fluent. They oscillate between extraordinary and more 
ordinary varieties: between views of the hero as model of perfection and the hero 
as outlaw or criminal made good; between transcendent, transgressive and more 
domestic types. (2017, 2) 
 
To be able to understand and interpret the heroic, they maintain, one should factor 
in the specificity of the historical moment in which it is situated. Similarly, 
representations of the heroic are telling about the historical context within which 
they emerge, thereby serving as a worldmaking lens that “focalises cultural and 
societal constellations and phases of social reorientation” (Korte and Lethbridge 







































































global health emergency caused by Covid-19, this article adopts interpretations of 
the heroic that have been circulating in current public debates. In particular, heroism 
will be used in the sense of carrying out relief work and fostering health 
improvement in unprecedented situations of crisis. In the context of the pandemic, 
the notion of heroism is constantly mentioned in association with relief efforts that 
are performed by doctors, nurses, medical staff, and caregivers – ordinary people 
saving the lives of others in critical circumstances.3 It is then not surprising that a 
similar conception of heroism filters through in the field of Famine studies. The 
latter have extensively been drawing parallels between the Great Hunger 
experiences and contemporary contexts such as refugee crises that have been 
recurring in Ireland since the 1990s Celtic Tiger economic boom. As the “Famine 
Heroes” series demonstrates, the idea of nineteenth-century heroism is today 
defined through direct comparisons of the Famine experience to recent twenty-first-
century interpretations of the heroic during the pandemic.  
In contemporary culture, literature still plays a significant role in 
conceptualizing heroism and the heroic. Korte and Lethbridge argue that the heroic 
not only “continues to provide a nodal point for the negotiation of social and cultural 
concerns”, but also that it “has always done this in and through literature” (2017, 
5). Despite the influence of many other media at play in shaping the popular 
imagination of heroism (superhero comic series and their cinematic adaptations 
being a perfect example of heroic worldbuilding and its omnipresence in today’s 
culture), literature remains one of the central institutions of heroic worldmaking. 
As Korte and Lethbridge maintain, literature “has mirrored—and helped to create—
the development of heroic concepts over the centuries: their changing semantics 
and their widening social scope” (2017, 24). From Beowulf to Harry Potter, 
conceptions of heroes and heroism have been emerging from literary pages for 
centuries and continue to do so today. In its search for heroic tropes in contemporary 
culture, the following analysis therefore chooses a case-study of literary fiction. 
Finally, it will be argued that literary fiction is a crucial part of the alternative 
cultural archive of the Famine. Underpinning this affordance of literature requires 
an explanation of what the notion of the ‘archive’ entails. Over the course of its 
complex history, the term archive has been exposed to numerous, often politicized, 
 
3 For an example of this rhetoric, see the project titled “Heroes of the Frontlines: stories of the 







































































interpretations and re-imaginations. Moving beyond the most literal definition of 
the archive as a repository of documents and departing from its links to an 
“empirical institution,” contemporary (literary) scholarship rather uses the notion 
“in metaphorical ways as a highly suggestive trope” (Assmann 2008, 102). In the 
context of postcolonial and poststructuralist discourse, the archive is interpreted as 
a site of power (Derrida 2016). Yet what remains common to the majority of 
contemporary interpretations is that the archive does not come into being by itself, 
but rather yields from selection, alteration/editing, deletion, and ordering – 
processes that Nelson Goodman attributed to ‘cultural ways of worldmaking’ 
(1978, 7).4 As a result of these mechanisms imposed on cultural and historiographic 
material, some artefacts are unable to ‘fit in’ the archive. Achille Mbembe reminds 
us that, “not all documents are destined to be archives. In any given cultural system, 
only some documents fulfil the criteria of ‘archivability’” (Mbembe 2002, 19). He 
maintains that “the majority of documents deemed archivable are related to the 
general work of the state” and to its worldmaking drive to create order (2002, 20). 
Thus, the aforementioned lack of representations of heroic female roles in popular 
culture and academia signals that these stories did not meet the archivability criteria 
imposed by the institutions responsible for the extant Famine archive. 
Literary fiction challenges dominant archivability criteria through its creative 
practices and devices, ranging from the detection of female roles absent in 
historiography to their narrativization. Its venture into venues less explored by 
historiography might be explained with literary reliance on imagination, which 
implies a certain degree of freedom from political and disciplinary constraints. 
Aleida Assmann fittingly illustrates this capacity of literature by stating that, “while 
historians have to adjust their research and questions to the extension and range of 
the archives, literary writers may take the liberty to fill in the gaps” (Assmann 2008, 
106). Through its thought experiments and explorations of marginalized 
perspectives, literature creates “new narratives that challenge our previous 
understanding of historical events, and allow us to see the possibility of resistant 
 
4 Goodman’s main claim that every “making is a remaking” is used to underpin his assumption that 
the symbolic systems around us are built upon paradigms and symbols that already exist. He 
distinguishes five main worldmaking processes that are similar to the procedures mentioned above 
– “composition/decomposition,” “weighting,” “ordering/ reordering”, “deletion/supplementation 








































































identities and tactics, outside the state constructs” (Walters 2013, 6). By virtue of 
its core capacity to generate narratives, literature not only fills archival gaps but 
also shapes the very cultural imagination of historical events. As Mbembe 
maintains, the “final destination of the archive is therefore always situated outside 
its own materiality, in the story that it makes possible” (2002, 21). In its creation of 
possible stories about heroic female roles during and after the Great Hunger, literary 
fiction moves beyond the materiality of the ‘official’ archive and serves as its 
abstract (yet no less valid) alternative. 
The last part of the article will supplement the analysis with a brief insight 
into the representations of female roles in new digital archives, thereby making 
preliminary assumptions as to the potential of female heroism for Famine studies in 
the future. It will demonstrate that online platforms are a valuable addition to the 
contemporary cultural archive of the Famine. Oliver Grau, Wendi Coones, and 
Viola Rühse (2017, 13) argue that, in the context of digitalization, the archive 
encounters a radical transformation. Over the centuries, they add, archives 
transformed to  
 
encompass, often concurrently, a broad but interrelated number of practices not 
traditionally considered as archival. Archives now consist of not only documents 
and sites but also artworks, installations, museums, social media platforms, and 
mediated and mixed reality environments. (Grau et al. 2017, 14) 
 
I propose to view the alternative archive of the Famine as a virtual ‘database’ 
composed of artefacts, practices, and various remediations of the phenomenon from 
new perspectives. This database reveals the ‘blind spots’ in the cultural memory of 
the Famine and shapes its current popular imagination. Considering literature and 
digital archives as elements of this dynamic database, the following hopes to take 
first steps towards sketching a variety of current alternative archival forms and 
unveiling how this new Famine cultural archive addresses the issue of female 
heroism. 
3. From starvation victims to relief agents: transformations of famine 
feminization in The Wonder (2016) 
The Wonder by the successful Canadian author Emma Donoghue is not widely 
interpreted as a ‘Famine novel’ (sensu Klein 2007, 41), yet it problematizes a whole 







































































Ireland seven years after the mass starvation of the Great Hunger, the novel reveals 
various facets of life-threatening acute hunger and explores both the strategies of 
its detection in others and the necessity of intervention. A young English nurse 
Elizabeth ‘Lib’ Wright is employed by authorities to perform a peculiar assignment: 
visit a remote Irish village to keep watch over a local girl who claims to be entirely 
exempted from the necessity of food consumption. Labelled no less than ‘the 
wonder’, an eleven-year-old Anna O’Donnell is believed to have not been eating 
for four months while miraculously remaining in perfect health. In the country that 
is still recovering from an unprecedented seven “years of dearth and pestilence” of 
the Famine, the possibility to survive without nutrition sounds like the ultimate 
blessing (Donoghue 2016, 192). Together with a reticent nun Sister Michael, Lib is 
asked to be part of a surveillance team that should record the girl’s every step to 
either confirm or deny the miraculous phenomenon. Soon noticing that both the 
board that hired her and the locals are all invested in the former version, the nurse 
transforms her original task “to simply observe” into a passionate attempt to 
uncover what she firmly believes to be a hoax (Donoghue 2016, 11). The suspicion 
is intensified when Lib discovers that Anna’s family has been accepting regular 
visitors eager to contemplate and support ‘God’s miracle’ by leaving church 
donations at Anna’s doorstep. Yet the nurse’s confidence is soon shattered by what 
she sees during the watch – the girl indeed does not take food for days and seems, 
besides suffering from several symptoms like swelling and peculiar hairiness, to be 
in a normal physical condition.  
Despite her attempts to remain objective and bereft of any personal sentiment, 
Lib grows fond of the sweet and very religious girl who indeed seems to be feeding 
off air. Almost believing in the supernatural nature of the case, the nurse soon 
realizes that the girl’s symptoms are a display of acute malnutrition. Through a 
remark she accidentally hears from Anna, Lib uncovers the secret. The girl starts 
fasting in order to redeem her late brother’s sins of incestual relations with her. In 
the first phase of food abstinence, Anna’s life is sustained by prechewed bread 
under the label of “manna from heaven” delivered through her mother’s good-night 
kisses (Donoghue 2016, 137). As her family ignores the girl’s revelation of the 
abusive background that informs Anna’s motivation, she refuses to accept even the 
‘manna’ and ends up on the verge of death. Her physical faculties slowly but 







































































family and the authorities, who all seem blind to the girl’s state and reluctant to stop 
her suffering. Pushed by the desire to save her patient’s life and having run out of 
other options, Lib Wright fabricates Anna’s death. Bringing her state back to 
normality through medical care and a slow increase of food portions, Lib saves the 
girl from inevitable demise. The nurse subsequently adopts Anna, and they emigrate 
to Canada. Exploring specific symptoms of acute malnutrition that go beyond the 
stereotypical images of an emaciated body, the novel also sheds light on such issues 
as voluntary food rejection, religious fasting and the necessity of relief strategies, 
as well as the socio-political and even psychological aftereffects of catastrophes 
like the Great Irish Hunger. 
The Wonder uncovers and problematizes the cultural ubiquity of famine 
feminization. Against the background of the post-Famine social context described 
in the novel, the very idea of fasting, hunger, and food-related restrictions seems to 
be linked to exclusively female characters. Thus, it is only the nurse’s hunger 
sensations and meals that are outlined in great detail. In an episode in which food 
is offered to Anna’s father Malachy, Lib notices that certain social routines in 
Ireland at the time are determined by gender-based principles: “It struck her that 
perhaps only men got food at midday here” (Donoghue 2016, 53). Meeting the 
country doctor for the first time, Lib finds out about the phenomenon of so-called 
‘fasting girls’ who have “lived without food – have been said to do so at least […] 
in Britain and abroad over the centuries” (Donoghue 2016, 99). A peculiar detail 
about this scene is that a male character ascribes the very possibility of surviving 
starvation to the affordances of female physiology. Thus, the doctor cites the 
hypothesis that fasting girls survived starvation by “reabsorbing, subsisting on their 
own menses,” which the nurse directly labels as a “revolting theory” (Donoghue 
2016, 99). Lib’s critical commentary on the conspicuous local eating habits and her 
distrust in the predominantly male speculations concerning the nature of Anna’s 
fasting serve as the first marker of the novel’s subversion of famine feminization 
phenomena. 
The aforementioned reference to the ‘fasting girls’ sheds important light on 
the novel’s exploration of links between gender politics and hunger feminization. 
In particular, it recalls the tradition of Christian fasting largely exercised by mystic 
women in the Middle Ages. Donoghue explicitly sketches the historical background 







































































Girls – hailed for surviving without food for long periods – in the British Isles, 
Western Europe and North-America between sixteenth and twentieth centuries” 
(2016, 349). Male cases are also known, she adds, yet these were “far fewer.” The 
phenomenon of fasting girls seems to have direct links to some well-known 
examples of fasting and mortification practiced by ascetic-mystic women of the 
Middle Ages, like Teresa of Avila and Dorotea of Montau. Through their religious 
activities, mystic fasting women were considered saints and even “influential 
ideal[s] of femininity” (Bueno-Gómez 2019, 755). Yet, unprecedently long and 
frequent fasts resulted in the cultural phenomenon of associating voluntary 
starvation with a “form of madness and mental illness” (Bueno-Gómez 2019, 759).5 
As a result, Bueno-Gómez explains, women’s mystic experiences in general were 
deemed a “particular object of suspicion for ecclesiastical authorities” (2019, 757). 
Feminist scholarship reviews these female experiences and interprets them as an act 
of regaining social agency, achieving autonomy, and even a site for creative and 
intellectual pursuits. For instance, Bueno-Gomez argues that hunger management 
of mystic women is a form of liberation from male control and social expectations 
towards established female roles:  
 
Refusing to eat may be one of the few ways that women in the Middle Ages and 
the modern era had to achieve a certain degree of autonomy, given that the main 
functions attributed to them and their bodies were to be available for perpetual 
service to male sexual pleasure, pregnancy, delivery, breastfeeding, and servile 
work. (2019, 760) 
 
In line with these revisions of female fasting, this analysis will also inspect how far 
hunger management is used by the novel’s female protagonists to react to certain 
socio-cultural constraints. 
Feminization of famine is challenged in the novel through the transformations 
of female characters and their subversion of social roles expected from them, 
especially in the context of hunger crisis scenarios. Whereas male characters 
function only as passive observers of starvation or even attempt to benefit from the 
girl’s state, women in the novel are in charge of hunger crisis management. For 
instance, Anna’s father refuses to intervene when he is informed about the dire state 
of the girl’s health. Doctor McBrearty believes Anna is morphing into a reptile and 
hopes to find a cure from future famines by virtue of this newfound non-human 
 







































































condition. The only rational voice who informs the nurse’s choices by warning her 
that Anna is dying is journalist William Byrne. Yet even Byrne’s main function 
amounts to delivering information, whilst actual intervention is enacted by Lib 
herself. Female characters constantly display agency and perform a range of 
different roles. Firstly, there is an underage girl Anna O’Donnell who oscillates 
between heroization and victimization. Anna is considered a heroine by her family, 
their visitors, and many fellow villagers. Detecting their unreadiness to intervene, 
the nurse realizes that Anna is in fact a victim of her social environment’s 
mythologization of female starvation. Extreme fasting after refusing ‘manna’ 
almost costs the girl her life, yet it also functions as a personal project of rebellion 
against the expectations of her family. Secondly, there is Anna’s mother Rosaleen 
who stands for the failure of an arch-motherly function such as the ability to feed 
her child. Finally, there is the widowed young nurse, Lib Wright, whose role 
evolves and complicates as the narrative unfolds. Lib is employed to serve as an 
impartial observer, yet she transitions into an agent of intervention, medical service, 
and hunger relief. As characters undergoing continuous changes which disrupt their 
established social roles, these three fictional women will be examined in the 
following to show how contemporary literature states and subverts hunger 
feminization. 
Anna O’Donnell functions as a central ‘hunger heroine’, whose experience of 
food rejection is mythologized by her social environment. The girl’s unnatural 
existence beyond the necessity of food is a topic occupying not only local, but also 
national news. When Lib first arrives at the village, she immediately encounters 
discussions of Anna’s case as a wonder. Religious pilgrims and gapers pay regular 
visits to Anna’s home, willing to observe ‘God’s miracle’. With her story making 
it to the Irish Times, Anna becomes a celebrity of sorts. Instead of having serious 
concerns about her health, even the local doctor expresses his “fascination with the 
wee wonder” (Donoghue 2016, 148). In all these accounts, Anna is represented as 
an almost supernatural creature that “somehow passed beyond hunger” (Donoghue 
2016, 132). The girl’s unique experience of hunger is viewed as her special power. 
In post-Famine rural Ireland, the nurse finds out, famine and austerity must have 
shaped the girl’s character. Yet instead of viewing starvation as a great danger, 









































































a child now eleven must have been born into hunger. Weaned on it, reared on it; 
that had to shape a person. Every thrifty inch of Anna’s body had learned to make 
do with less. She’s never been greedy or clamoured for treats – that was how 
Rosaleen O’Donnell had praised her daughter. (Donoghue 2016, 162) 
 
Even Anna’s mother, as the above example demonstrates, cultivates and encourages 
the fasting project, thereby dehumanizing her only offspring: “Her daughter was 
more saint than human” (Donoghue 2016, 192). As a result, Anna’s entire social 
environment ascribes her unusual experience a heroic dimension. 
For a central heroine, Anna’s actual voice is conspicuously missing in the 
narrative, whilst her experience is objectivized by the others. Up until the main 
narrative twist, the girl’s perspective remains filtered through the account of the 
main focalizer, Lib Wright. Anna hardly ever expresses any opinions. Instead, she 
regularly and diligently recounts her prayers and delivers laconic, almost forced, 
answers to the nurse’s interrogations. At a later stage of starvation, Anna cannot 
talk much due to an almost complete shutdown of her physical faculties. Stoically 
concealing her slow deterioration, Anna remains elusive, which only reinforces her 
mythological reputation. Considering the lack of her own insights, it is remarkable 
that almost every other character has distinct labels attached to Anna – ranging from 
“a wonderful little girl” (Donoghue 2016, 24) and “wonder” (148) to “the young 
faker” (19), “pitiful swindle” (35), “trickster, a great liar in a country famous for 
them” (84), and even “[h]ysteric, lunatic, maniac” (165). The girl’s point of view, 
her feelings, decisions, and the actual reason behind the suicidal fasting project are 
ignored – not least due to her age and gender. When the girl confesses to her mother 
that her late brother had been sexually abusing her since she was nine, the woman 
refuses to believe it. Instead, she discredits the child’s cry for help and fails to see 
the link between abuse and Anna’s subsequent attempts to redeem her sibling’s soul 
through voluntary starvation: “That’s the same filthy falsehood Anna came up with 
after Pat’s funeral. […] And I told her not to be slandering her poor brother” 
(Donoghue 2016, 308). As soon as Anna’s account jeopardizes a virtuous image of 
a slightly older male character, it is denied credibility and written out of the 
‘official’ narrative about the fasting girl. Ironically, this narrative is being told by 
almost everyone else except Anna herself. 
With the help of another female character, Anna transforms from a victim of 







































































suspicion of a hoax, the nurse soon uncovers Anna’s real physical and mental state. 
She then immediately starts perceiving Anna as a patient: “No enemy, then, this 
soft-faced child; no hardened prisoner. Only a girl caught in a sort of waking dream, 
walking towards the edge of a cliff without knowing it. Only a patient who needed 
the nurse’s help, and fast” (Donoghue 2016, 133). The nurse unravels the mystery 
of the fasting child not through strict surveillance, but by merely giving this girl a 
chance to talk and by listening to what she says. At the point when Anna rejects the 
scraps of ‘manna from heaven’, she decides to sacrifice her living body and soul to 
God. Despite the controversial ethical implications of this intention, this decision 
functions as the girl’s display of agency and as the only means of expressing voice 
available to her. This interpretation has direct parallels to the discussions of fasting 
experiences of mystic women in the Middle Ages mentioned earlier in this article. 
Thus, Bueno-Gómez arrives at a similar conclusion concerning motivations behind 
female practices of starvation, associating them with an “impulse of rebellion” 
which serves “an attempt by women to liberate themselves from the social 
obligations imposed on them as women and to make the choice to surrender 
themselves in a different way – not to men, but to God” (2019, 760). Rejecting her 
mother’s feeding serves as a strive for autonomy against the oppression of the 
religious system cultivated in her family. As Yi-Peng Lai fittingly observes, 
“Anna’s refusal to feed on the “manna” provided by her mother led not only to her 
weakening body but also to the awakening of her subjectivity” (2018: 2). Towards 
the end of the narrative, the nurse speculates about Anna’s decision: “Fasting 
against a mother who’d turned her into a sort of fairground attraction” (Donoghue 
2016, 225). Lib assumes that Anna’s fast was not just an extreme religious drive, 
but a real hunger strike caused by the necessity to gain agency. Although her 
starvation project showcases a more established trope of female victimization in 
famine imagery, Anna’s restitution of agency and her subsequent metamorphosis 
into a survivor challenges this representation. Accepting the nurse’s offer to start a 
new life overseas, Anna converts victimhood into agency. 
In her inability to feed her child and her later reluctance to prevent her death, 
Anna’s mother can be interpreted as the novel’s antiheroine. Kelleher traces the 
notion of motherly failure to feed her offspring at the heart of many cultural 








































































Yet famine scenes are very frequently depictions of […] the mother’s inability to 
nourish or protect her child. In this regard, the maternal image develops a much 
more unsettling and threatening quality, and becomes an expression of ‘the 
unthinkable’, extending from the mother’s inability to feed her child, to cases of 
abandonment, desertion, even infanticide. (1997, 7) 
 
The narrative explicitly addresses this sinister aspect of famine feminization. 
Thinking about Rosaleen’s role, the nurse diagnoses the failure of maternal 
capacities to provide nutrition as the greatest tragedy for a mother, since a 
“woman’s worst pain was to have nothing to give her baby” (Donoghue 2016, 62). 
Lib finds out that up until the watch started, Rosaleen managed to secretly feed 
Anna with prechewed bread: “didn’t I feed her as long as she’d let me?” (Donoghue 
2016, 225). However, after the child decides to reject further nourishment, Rosaleen 
refuses to intervene in Anna’s starvation project. This shift marks an “ambivalence 
at the very heart of the maternal figure” (Kelleher 1997, 7). According to Kelleher 
(1997, 7), the “archetype of the Great Mother may also manifest itself as the bad, 
or […] ‘Terrible Mother’: giver of life and death, source of nurture and protection, 
but also possessing the power to deprive, devour or destroy” (1997, 7). Originally 
performing as the ‘Great Mother’ who managed to keep her child alive for four 
months despite the latter’s rejection of normal food, Rosaleen determinedly refuses 
to stop her child’s subsequent suicidal fasting mission. Ignoring the warnings of the 
nurse and the evident symptoms of physical decay, the woman abandons her child. 
Whereas this abandonment makes Rosaleen the novel’s antiheroine, the ability to 
stop starvation alters Lib Wright’s status to heroine – and concurrently – to Anna’s 
alternative mother.  
Through her multifaceted activity as a nurse, Lib Wright represents the heroic 
in the novel. Each chapter of The Wonder opens with an epigraph exhibiting a 
keyword with a corresponding dictionary definition. Symbolically, chapter one 
starts with a word “Nurse” that is defined as “to suckle an infant / to bring up a child 
/ to take care of the sick” (Donoghue 2016, 2). Fusing functions of motherhood and 
medical care, this definition works as a summary of Lib’s professional and personal 
functions. Through Lib’s reflections, the narrative constantly meditates on the 
meaning of nursing: “Work hard and refuse God nothing. Do your duty while the 
world whirls. Don’t complain, don’t despair. […] So tell me, are you ready for this 
good fight?” (Donoghue 2016, 76). Remarkably, these thematizations are often 







































































women “were often more exact and careful than the stronger sex, which enabled 
them to avoid mistakes of inadvertence” (Donoghue 2016, 75). Lib’s job as a 
‘Nightingale Nun’ who served in the Crimean War under command of a legendary 
nurse Ms. Nightingale, is at first considered as a dangerous yet mundane 
performance of her duties: “We also dealt with a great deal of cholera, dysentery, 
malaria. Frostbite in the winter, of course. […] That was what nobody understood: 
saving lives often came down to getting a latrine pipe unplugged” (Donoghue 2016, 
22). In Lib’s memories, Ms. Nightingale squad is associated with figures who are 
serving “noble labour” that is, however, far from being heroic (Donoghue 2016, 
22). Instead, the nurse sees her colleagues and herself as mere “dolls cast in [Ms. 
Nightingale’s] heroic mould” (Donoghue 2016, 22). As the narrative unfolds, and 
the nurse discovers her vocation for crisis intervention, her definition of nursing 
changes. For instance, Lib declares to herself that nurses “must be scavengers in a 
time of calamity” (Donoghue 2016, 106) and that the nurse’s calling is to “haul 
[pain and suffering] a little closer to heaven” (246). The latter metaphoric 
association signals that, together with Lib’s changing insights, a general 
interpretation of nursing in the novel gains heroic traits. 
The nurse’s transition from a passive observant to an agent of hunger relief 
symbolizes the enactment of heroism. Originally, Lib is employed not in her 
medical function, but to perform strict surveillance. McBrearty explicitly designates 
the task as “simply to observe”– an imperative that Lib uses as a rationalization 
strategy in times when the drive to help the starving child overwhelms her 
(Donoghue 2016, 18). When Lib informs the authorities (represented by a male-
only board) about the girl’s state, her opinion is reluctantly waved away. The 
assignment of passive observation is repeated several times in the narrative and 
even mentioned in some of the epigraphs under the label of the “Watch” (Donoghue 
2016, 73). However, when the girl’s condition worsens, Lib cannot remain a passive 
observer. Seeing that Anna is on the verge of death, she realizes that the “time for 
neutrality’s passed” (Donoghue 2016, 242). Although Lib’s intervention takes the 
extreme form of fabricating the patient’s death and the subsequent escape to another 
country to serve as Anna’s parent, this remains the only way to save the girl’s life. 
The act of intervention works as Lib’s defiance of the aforementioned feminine role 
that she is expected to perform. When she discusses this role with an unlikely 







































































occurred in Lib: “Why, are you altered from a gaoler to bodyguard, Elizabeth 
Wright? Will you step in the gap and keep off the dragons?” (Donoghue 2016, 158). 
Recalling folklore imagery that is predominantly ascribed to male heroes, the latter 
commentary associates Lib’s activities with heroic deeds. In the novel, starvation 
plays the role of a monster. Through her successful performance of hunger relief 
and defiance of social expectations, the nurse allegorically functions as a heroine 
who has combated the dragon.  
Besides the changes described above, female heroes in The Wonder challenge 
the trope of passive victimization of (post-)Great Hunger women through their 
decision to emigrate. This decision serves as an ultimate display of mobility and 
agency. In contrast to those Irish women who were forced to migrate to flee the 
Famine starvation just several years before the setting of the novel, Lib and Anna 
emigrate voluntarily to start a new life. Chapter five is symbolically titled “Shift” – 
“a change, an alteration / a period of working time / an expedient, means to an end 
/ a movement, a beginning” (Donoghue 2016, 265). Occurring at the very end of 
the narrative, emigration marks the last transformation of the novel’s female 
characters. Altering from victimization to survival, from suffering to agency, from 
passive observation to enactment of hunger relief, female heroes in The Wonder 
subvert and defy established female imagery in cultural representations of famine(s) 
and hunger. Through these stories, the novel explores different aspects of famine 
feminization and contributes to the contemporary cultural archive of the Great Irish 
Hunger, which yields an important addition to existing historiographic material on 
alternative female roles.  
4. Outlook: famine hero(in)es in new archives 
Along with a continuing literary interest in diverse female roles, the first decades 
of the twenty-first century saw an advent of new digital archives and platforms, 
which have taken up the torch of delivering a more nuanced historiographic 
portrayal of women related to Famine history. Digital archives like Digital Irish 
Famine Archive and Great Famine Voices Roadshow not only express a continued 
interest in challenging the existing gaps in Famine studies, but also shed light on 
the role of women in humanitarian activity, medical care, and fostering hunger relief 
during and after the Great Famine. Established in 2012 by the University of 







































































memories of the Famine migration to Canada and “pays special tribute to those who 
cared for the Irish famine migrants,” namely the Grey Nuns of Montreal (King 
2015). During the height of the Famine-caused exodus, the Nuns were engaged as 
volunteers who cared for “typhus-stricken Famine Irish emigrants” in fever sheds, 
especially widows and orphans (King 2016, 95). Translating (from French), 
transcribing, and digitizing the nuns’ accounts, the archive gives voice to previously 
marginalized perspectives on hunger and typhus suffering, as well as on relief 
strategies in emigrant quarantine stations (King 2016, 95). The coordinator of the 
project Jason King (2016, 104) highlights the Nuns’ unique contribution to saving 
lives and accommodating orphans and widows. Analogous to The Wonder, the 
project ascribes a heroic dimension to the figure of the nurse as an agent of 
starvation relief. In examining further engagements of women, such as institution 
building, politics, and cultural production, the archive provides insight into 
humanitarian and benefactory activities of nineteenth-century women. 
Based on a series of international open house and digital events, the Great 
Famine Voices Roadshow is a digital archive collecting family stories and 
memories of famine-caused emigration from Ireland to North America during and 
after the Great Hunger (King n.d.). Gathering a range of video interviews and 
discussions, documentaries, news reports, as well as a constantly updated schedule 
of academic events, the archive demonstrates a new dynamic interface of heritage, 
Famine, and cultural studies. Since 2020, the platform has been organizing a series 
of events called “Famine Heroes.” This thematic focus echoes one of the main 
recent trends in Famine studies, namely a drive to draw on the positive, culturally 
productive aspects of the Great Hunger history (Corporaal, and de Zwarte 2021, 
11–12). This cultural trajectory is not only visible in every singular event launched 
by the Roadshow initiative but is also expressed on their webpage as the project’s 
main motto – to “provid[e] uplifting stories about coping with epidemic and pa[y] 
tribute to caregivers, both in the mid-nineteenth century and today” (Great Famine 
Voices Roadshow, n.d.). The notion of female heroes is not being singled out as a 
special category in this archive, yet almost half of the stories on display are either 
about female protagonists or researched by female academics. For instance, the 
platform features Rebecca Abbot’s documentary Ireland’s Great Hunger and the 
Irish Diaspora that recounts the ‘Earl Grey’ scheme of assisted migration of female 







































































her forebear Bridget Ryan, “must have been incredibly strong” and “incredibly 
resilient” (Abbot 2020, 41:54). Through accounts of descendants of these orphans, 
the film explores the tropes of female resilience in the face of hunger crisis and 
migration. 
Even a brief overview of digital platforms and formats shows that new 
archives add to a literary reimagining of feminization of Famine by offering 
constantly complicating, interactive, and widely accessible insights into female 
stories and roles. Being central to both literary and digital representations, the topic 
of female heroism is likely to attract even more interdisciplinary attention in the 
future, especially in the context of the ongoing pandemic. The Great Famine Voices 
Roadshow continues to explore the stories of nineteenth-century female heroes in 
close connection to recent cultural interpretations of heroism of nurses and doctors 
fighting the global health crisis. The last example they featured was a story of Sarah 
Parker Raymond, a feminist abolitionist in Ireland.6 Moving beyond the history of 
the Famine, literature and digital archives are very likely to continue providing 
valuable perspectives on the complexity of past and present female roles in critical 
contexts. Collectively functioning as a twenty-first century cultural archive that is 
shaping popular imagery of the Famine today, literature and digital platforms 
challenge established cultural images of feminization of famine and starvation as 
rooted in victimization and suffering. Instead, contemporary cultural Great Hunger 
archives promote alternative, heroic female figures that are in charge of crisis 
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